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Providing personalised clinical testing 
services to the NHS and private customers 
worldwide for over 15 years.
 
Committed to quality. Committed to you. 

Cambridge Clinical
Laboratories
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Welcome to 
Cambridge Clinical 
Laboratories

Jonathan Shrewsbury
CEO
Cambridge Clinical Laboratories

At Cambridge Clinical Laboratories (CCL) we look to 
offer the most innovative, state of the art oncology and 
virology diagnostic tests to the UK market, and abroad. 
Our work enables healthcare professionals to provide 
the most effective clinical outcomes for their patients. 

To do this we forge strong partnerships with worldwide 
diagnostic manufacturers and pharmaceutical 
companies to support the development and 
introduction of the latest companion diagnostics into 
the marketplace. 

My team and I look forward to speaking with you about 
how CCL can help you, to help your patients.
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About us

Personalised medicine and new technologies
 
Cambridge Clinical Laboratories started its journey in 2005. The objective for the company 
then was to be a lab for the 21st century – a lab that would be an early adopter of new 
technologies for diagnostics. To offer personalised medicine and introduce new novel 
technologies and assays to help UK healthcare. This is still very much the aim today.

We have an extraordinary team of experienced biomedical scientists and lab technicians. Our 
people are core to CCL’s stability – many who have been around since we started. 

2020 threw a huge curveball for the world in the form of the Covid-19 pandemic. We reacted 
quickly and supported the UK’s efforts with care home, hotspot and private testing. 

As the dust settles, we return to our roots; concentrating on how we can support the NHS to 
recover, looking at what new technologies we can introduce to the UK market, and how we 
can help individuals take personal responsibility for their health.
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Quality and integrity
CCL is committed to quality, and committed to you. At CCL, we deliver a personal service for 
personalised medicine that is high quality, value for money and executed in a fair timeframe. 
We always want to exceed expectations and serve with integrity, holding ourselves to high 
ethical values. Since the company begun over 160,000 tests have been carried out and over 
400 customers supported. Having previously held CPA and ISO 9001 Accreditation, in 2018 
CCL became UKAS accredited to the ISO15189 standard for medical laboratories.

A great place to work
Our team is experienced, dedicated, and loyal and we acknowledge that. We enable CPD, 
encourage innovation and practise a no blame culture. We work as a team and get rewarded 
as a team. We are also making the changes to be a greener business.
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Services

Quality and innovation in healthcare

CCL is an early adopter of new technologies in healthcare diagnostics. We continually review 
worldwide developments to see whether those new technologies could benefit UK healthcare, 
and this is never more needed than after the Covid-19 pandemic. 

For over fifteen years we have been helping people every day, positively impacting their 
health by providing fast and accurate diagnostics to improve the chances of them receiving 
successful treatment. Since we started we have carried out over 160,000 tests and supported 
over 400 customers. 
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Our experience is coupled with a rapidly growing portfolio of services in Oncology and 
Virology diagnostics, and new tests in Fertility and Gastro. 

We are a dedicated team, delivering excellent customer services, ensuring fast turnaround 
times that don’t sacrifice quality. 

CCL is continuously expanding services so do check www.camclinlabs.co.uk for the latest 
news, and/or connect on LinkedIn / Twitter. 

Oncology Virology Covid-19 Fertility Gastro Men’s Health
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Our leadership team

Jonathan Shrewsbury, CEO

Jonathan has enjoyed a 30-year career in the healthcare 
sector. Starting out in NHS physiotherapy, and moving on to 
travelling the world for ten years in elite sport. His journey 
into business and management started in 2006 when he 
joined forces with Medical Diagnostic Imaging Ltd and co-
founded Sports Orthopaedics Spinal Ltd - one of the largest 
independent teams of musculoskeletal specialists in the UK. 
He has also held management roles at Virgin Care, and co-
founded Prime Health Diagnostics Ltd - where he worked 
with esteemed clients such as Premier League Football Clubs, Premiership Rugby Clubs, 
England RFU, TeamGB, English Institute of Sport and the European Tour. 
Prior to joining CCL Jonathan consulted on numerous healthcare projects both in the UK 
and globally for private clients, healthcare businesses, private equity, corporate finance 
companies, doctor groups, elite sports clubs and global brands.

Tony was a founding member of, what is now known 
as, CCL in 2005. With nearly 40 years’ experience in the 
diagnostics industry, his loyalty and relationship with the 
company has seen him a steadfast figure guiding CCL to 
where we are now. 
Tony has driven diagnostic innovation, developed 
relationships with diagnostic and pharmaceutical 
companies, and expanded the offering to the NHS. 

Dr Anthony Cooke, Chief Scientific Officer

During 2020, Tony was a key supporter and advisor to the Covid-19 Volunteer Testing 
Network, and became a key spokesperson on Covid testing in the global media. On reflection 
of his impact during Covid he has been awarded the role of Scientific Advisory Board Chair 
for the Laboratory and Testing Industry Organisation - the trade association for the testing 
industry, covering testing companies and laboratories.
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Mike Morel
Clinical Laboratory Manager
Mike has a wealth of experience and guides his team 
with care and vision. He is responsible for the operational 
and day to day running of the clinical laboratory. This 
includes technical services, finance, suppliers, managing 
customers, liaising with key stakeholders, and managing 
the facilities. Highlights include joining the HCPC, publishing 
the company’s first scientific paper and overseeing the 
transition from the company’s previous accreditation to 
secure the UKAS accreditation to the ISO15189 standard for 
medical laboratories. He is excited about the future for CCL 
and is looking forward to exploring new business areas to 
benefit the company’s customers. 

Pam Trickett
Global Sales Manager
Pam has a molecular background and over 20 years 
commercial experience in the diagnostics, pharma and 
biotech industry. Pam splits her time between supporting 
current customers and business development. She is 
looking forward to building on the strong foundation that 
the team has created and plans to introduce new tests 
in oncology and other therapeutic areas that will greatly 
benefit patients. 
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The future of CCL

Revolution of healthcare
The age of personalised medicine is now well established. 

Everyone needs to be seen and treated as an individual. As diagnostics and therapeutics 
develop to meet this rapidly changing need, CCL will be there to provide a first-class service 
alongside state-of-the-art tests and treatments. 

We will continue to expand our current offering of services in Oncology and Virology, but also 
develop into new areas of healthcare. 

We are living in revolutionary times with regards to personalised healthcare diagnostics and 
specifically targeted therapeutics. We plan for CCL to be at the forefront of that revolution. 

Join us.
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Let CCL help you, to help them.
Cambridge Clinical Laboratories
Park House
Winship Road
Milton
Cambridge
CB24 6BQ

www.camclinlabs.co.uk
info@camclinlabs.co.uk

01223 395450
 @camclinlabs

 @CambridgeClinicalLaboratories


